
Divers Checklist 

 Location:  
Dock AA and Slip 21 

701 North Point Drive 

Winthrop Harbor, IL 60096 

 
After you enter the Marina, take a left and go towards the  

Commercial Docks.  You will see the parking and drive around 

to the waters edge.  Here, you can find dock carts and unload. 

After unloading, please move your car to the Parking lot, and 

proceed to take your equipment to the boat. 

 

Look for the Dive Flag, as it will be flying on the boat! 

 

Be sure to leave plenty of time to travel to the Marina.  You 

will want to be there at least 30mins prior to the departure 

of the boat.  Remember, being late may get you left at the 

dock with no refund and being early gets you first pick at a  

seat on the boat.   

 Things to bring:

  BCD   Regulator   Weights   2 Tanks   Mask   Fins   Boots 

  Snorkel   Exposure Protection   UW Camera   Dive Lights   Food/Drinks   Be a self-sufficient diver 

  Save a 
Dive Kit 

  Hood & Gloves   Wreck Reel   SMB   C- Card   Cutting Device       

Notes: 
Be sure to have all equipment you need to dive and do NOT rely on equipment to be on the boat.  You may want to bring 

Dramamine or Sea Sickness pills as the lake can make people who “have grown up on the water” end up feeding the fish.  

You want a fun trip and sea sickness is NO FUN.  Please also dress for the weather.  The lake can be cold, hot, rainy, or 

dry and you will be miles from shore so come prepared and check the weather reports.  Please also respect the size of 

the boat and only bring things that you may need and pack small.  Checking your equipment 2 nights before your dives is 

highly recommended to ensure you have everything you need and it is working properly.  Bring your Certification Card on 

EVERY Divers Dream Dive Trip.  No card, No dive.  This is for the Coast Guard and we are strict on this rule!  Be sure 

you are diving within your training.  You are responsible for having the proper certification for the diving you will do. (deep, 

wreck penetration, drysuit, night). You should also not be trying out new equipment or making equipment changes.  These 

are the dives you bought the best equipment for and the reason you did all your training.  This is not the time to learn how 

to use your gear or do these dives (unless you are doing training with an Instructor). 

 

Make sure that you have the proper certifications for the dive you are planning.  Plan your Dive and Dive   your Plan!

 

Not being able to dive due to a forgotten mask or other equipment is not grounds for a refund. Refunds will ONLY be 

given if there is an issue with the boat or weather.  Rain does not cancel a trip, only the captain does. 

 
Get ready to have a great time diving some of the best wrecks in Lake Michigan! 

815-600-7090 


